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In the nearly three years since the publication of the ActivEpiÃ‚Â companion text, the authors

received several suggestions to produce an abbreviated version that narrows the discussion to the

most "essential" principals and methods. A Pocket Guide to Epidemiology contains less than half as

many pages as the ActivEpi Companion Text and is a stand-alone introductory text on the basic

principals and concepts of epidemiology.
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From the reviews:"A Pocket Guide to Epidemiology is a useful addition to the ready reference genre

of epidemiological texts. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ The text offers a comprehensive look at the salient fundamentals

of epidemiology. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ Organized logically and replete with classic examples, the text offers a

firm foundation in epidemiological methodology. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ this guide offers more examples and may

be a better choice for the reader who desires to become better acquainted with epidemiology."

(Gregory E. Gilbert, Journal of the American Statistical Association, Vol. 62 (1), 2008)"The book

would be very suitable for public health students, professionals, and teachers interested in

time-efficient and enjoyable introduction to epidemiology....this book gives a good basis in the

theory behind epidemiolgy and I highly recommend it as a first step into this discipline." (Journal of

Applied Statistics, March 2008)"This book Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ is a simple-to-read introductory text dealing with

the most basic concepts of epidemiology. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ It is an abbreviated, stand-alone version that

narrows the discussion to the most Ã¢â‚¬ËœessentialÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ principles and methods in



epidemiology. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ The book would be very suitable for public health students, professionals,

and teachers interested in time-efficient and enjoyable introduction to epidemiology. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ In

short, this book gives a good basis in the theory behind epidemiology and I highly recommend it as

a first step into this discipline." (Faisel Yunus, Journal of Applied Statistics, Vol. 35 (3), 2008)"The

book provides a unified comprehensive coverage of the design, outcome and analysis issues of

epidemiological studies. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ an excellent guide for Ã¢â‚¬Ëœthe public health student or

professional, clinician, health journalist and anyone Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ interested in learning what

epidemiology is all aboutÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Ã¢â‚¬â„¢. Many learners Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ will find this book refreshingly

easy to understand. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ educators will also find it a useful resource for any student who often

finds epidemiological concepts bewildering. Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ a worthwhile purchase and a must-have for

any health sciences library." (Lehana Thabane, International Statistical Review, Vol. 75 (1), 2007)

A Pocket Guide to Epidemiology is a stand-alone introductory text on the basic principles and

concepts of epidemiology. The primary audience for this text is the public health student or

professional, clinician, health journalist, and anyone else at any age or life experience that is

interested in learning what epidemiology is all about in a convenient, easy to understand format with

timely, real-world health examples.   David G. Kleinbaum is a Professor of Epidemiology at Emory

University's Rollins School of Public Health in Atlanta, GA, and an internationally recognized expert

in teaching biostatistical and epidemiological concepts and methods at all levels. He is the author or

co-author of several widely acclaimed textbooks including ActivEpi CD ROM, The ActivEpi

Companion Textbook, Applied Regression Analysis and Other Multivariable Methods, Epidemiologic

Research: Principles and Quantitative Methods, Logistic Regression-A Self-Learning Text, and

Survival Analysis-A Self-Learning Text. Dr. Kleinbaum has more than 25 years of experience

teaching over 100 short courses on statistical and epidemiologic methods to a variety of

international audiences, and has published widely in both the methodological and applied public

health literature. He is also an experienced and sought-after consultant, and is presently an ad-hoc

consultant to research staff at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. In December 2005,

Dr. Kleinbaum was the first recipient of the Association of Schools of Public Health Pfizer Award for

Career Teaching Excellence. In November 2006, he also received the American Public Health

Association's 2006 award for Career Teaching Excellence in Epidemiology. Dr. Kevin M. Sullivan is

an Associate Professor of Epidemiology at Emory University's Rollins School of Public Health. He

has worked in the area of epidemiology and public health for over 30 years and has over 80

publications in peer-reviewed journals and has published chapters in several books. He is one of



the developers of Epi Info, a freely downloadable web-based software package for the analysis of

epidemiologic data published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. He is also the

co-author of OpenEpi, a freely downloadable web-based calculator for epidemiologic data

(www.OpenEpi.com). Ms. Nancy Barker is a statistical consultant who formerly worked at the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. She is an Instructor in the Career MPH at the Rollins

School of Public Health at Emory University where she teaches a distance learning course on basic

epidemiology that uses ActivEpi CD and ActivEpi Companion Text as the course textbooks.   More

detailed information about ActivEpi CD, ActivEpi Companion Text, and Pocket Guide to

Epidemiology can be found on Professor KleinbaumÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s website http://www.activepi.com

Love it!

Very useful book.

A very practical, didatic and well organized pocket book, wich provide basic and important concepts

in Epidemiology for students and profissional people that need a summarized review of the

stuff.Very good!

this guide was easy to follow and understand and made epidemiology that much more interesting! I

would have taken another class in the subject if I had room in my schedule lol

Its easy to read ,simple and informative. My suggestion is to include more subjects. It is really useful

and handy.

The item arrived quickly in time for classes and there was little "wear and tear" on the book. I have

yet to actually read the book, so I cannot really review the actual book just yet, but the seller is

definitely good!
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